VALVE ID TAGS SPECIFICATION GUIDE

GPH’s Valve Id Tags are manufactured in two sizes and in industry standard colors. We keep a large
inventory of the stock alpha-numeric options (A1-A99) and have quick turnaround on all custom
requirements.

Quick And Permanent Installation
Slip a valve wire (up to 12 guage) through the hole in the tag to easily identify the zone number,
designed to use a 18-8 stainless steel screw (not included) the attach the tag to the top of a valve box, or
zip tie our ID Tag’s to a back-flow preventer for a quick permanent installation.

Engineering Grade For Use In The Toughest Applications
GPH's valve ID Tags are manufactured from a engineering grade UV stabilized Desopan material and
are individually hot-stamped for maximum contrast and visibility. They require no maintenance and are
designed to be a consistent identification point for all applications. They will remain pliable and visible
in the harshest above or below ground applications.

Special ID Or Custom Branding Available
We can work with your design to customize either the standard or Maxi Size tags. Have your message
and contact info built into the irrigation system. Our purple Maxi size tags are industry standard for
marking systems using Recycled/ Reclaimed water. Style number GRC005 is in English and style
number GRC006 is bilingual. A sampling of our current special legends and logos is listed on the
following pages. Additionally, tags are available in a variety of colors, to conform to both locally
developed standards, as well as APWA and AWWA national standards.

Standard Specification
Identification Tags provided will be manufactured from UV stabilized Behr Desopan engineering grade
plastic, incorporating an integral attachment neck and reinforced attachment hole that shall accomodate
a 18-8 screw head. GPH ID Tags shall be capable of withstanding at least 180 lbs. of pull out
resistance. The STANDARD Identification Tag shall be approximately 2.25" x 2.75" and the MAXI
Identification Tag shall be approximately 3" x 4". All stamped identification shall withstand outdoor
and submerged usage. The standard alpha-numeric designations shall incorporate alpha-numeric
lettering 1.125" in height. Special lettering, designations or stampings will be the maximum size
available. The identification tag shall be manufactured by GPH Irrigation.

